AUTO BOLT USA
BLENDING DOMESTIC COSTS WITH YOUR IMPORTED FASTENERS
Global supply chain disruptions continue to affect many companies that currently import products from Asia.
Are disruptions causing you to adjust your supply chain strategy now and into the future?
A proactive strategy is to use a high-quality, on-time domestic supplier. This helps to blend your import
costs and assures your customers receive their products when they are needed, without expediting them or
experiencing a logistical nightmare.
Blended pricing works by dual-sourcing a product from an approved domestic supplier, in addition to the
international supplier you use. This gives your customers a domestic option, which allows for continued supply.
Auto Bolt understands your need to remain competitive globally. By placing 25% to 35% of your estimated
annual usage with Auto Bolt, you will achieve a cost-blend pricing advantage while minimizing the overall
impact of supply chain disruptions.

Isn’t it time you rethink your sourcing strategies and partner with a solid domestic company like Auto Bolt?

AUTO BOLT ’S DOMESTIC MANUFAC TURING ADVANTAGES
An in-house engineering team that listens to our customers’ needs and offers extensive fastener
knowledge from initial design to finished product
Much quicker lead times when compared to importing products
Products are produced in the USA. This helps customers save on their freight costs, including
inbound logistics and duty costs

ABOUT AUTO BOLT
Auto Bolt is a proud American cold-heading bolt manufacturer with more than 70 years of experience in quality
bolt-making. All Auto Bolt products are Made in America in a state-of-the-art facility in Cleveland, Ohio.
Auto Bolt offers more than just a price point. We are your PARTNER who provides a customized approach,
starting with quick, accurate quoting and carrying through to CAD drawings, die design and delivery.

We specialize in custom solutions rather than one-size-fits all products.
To request a quote or learn more about the Auto Bolt Experience, visit our website:
https://www.autoboltusa.com/request-a-quote/
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